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Introduction
My science project is about finding out what is the best way to shuffle a deck of cards. I 
will research which way is the best way to shuffle a deck of cards, then I will test it. I 
want to see if I can shuffle different ways, and which way is easiest for me to mix the 
cards. Jim Reeds at Bell Laboratories showed that a deck can be perfectly mixed if it is 
shuffled between 5 and 20 times. 

● A perfectly mixed deck is one that has no cards in order by suits or numbers.

“It takes just seven ordinary, imperfect shuffles to mix a deck of cards thoroughly, 
researchers have found. Fewer are not enough and more do not significantly improve 
the mixing.”-The New York Times: In Shuffling Cards, 7 Is Winning Number By Gina 
Kolata Jan. 9, 1990.



Question

What is the most efficient  way to shuffle cards to get the greatest distribution ?

Hypothesis
If I shuffle the new deck of cards 20 times, then the cards will be in the most 
random distribution possible. It will take me 20 times because I am not good at 
shuffling cards.



Procedure

1. Put cards in order (depending on the test)
2. Shuffle
3. Record how many times cards were in order (at least 2 cards)
4. Chart the results.

Materials
New Deck of Cards
Pen
Paper
Computer



Variables

Independent Variable: Number of shuffles and how the deck is organized 

Dependent Variable: Number of cards in order

Controlled Variable: Type of shuffle used



Black chart

● I organized by suit and shuffled overhand five times. 
● Each column is one set 

1 2 3



Yellow chart





Analysis Yellow Charts

● I organized the deck of cards by suits and I overhand shuffled the deck five times. 

● I charted how many times I got a group of cards and how many cards were in order 
in that group. I thought this was better information. 

● I repeated this five times and charted each one.     



Blue chart

● This group had no cards in order. It was a perfectly mixed deck!



Analysis Blue Chart

● I kept the procedure almost the same as the yellow charts. I tested 7 shuffles 
since my reference said the 7 was the perfect shuffle number. 

● I kept charting how many times I had cards in order and how many cards were in 
that group. 

● I did have one shuffle where there were no cards in order meaning this is the best 
number at least to shuffle. 



Conclusion 
My hypothesis was not supported. When I tested it, I never went up to twenty shuffles. 
My best shuffle was 7 times because I had zero groups in order. I did not have to 
shuffle twenty times to get a perfectly mixed deck. Overhand shuffle is the best shuffle 
for me. 

I changed my project alot but I came up with a great project. I learned that I really like 
to do the overhand shuffle. I should have started sooner though because I could have 
practiced different shuffles more.



Ideas for future research 

I watched videos on how to shuffle different ways ( bridge and riffle) and was going to 
try 5 and 7 shuffles for those too. These would be shuffles to try for a future version of 
this project. They are more difficult may take less shuffles to mix a deck.

Card shuffling is important in the real world. It has a lot of importance in Las Vegas with 
a lot of money at stake. 

Plus my family says I am much better at shuffling now and I can do it much faster. It is 
no longer painful for them to watch me. So this project helped a lot and next year I 
might even take my skills to the next level!
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